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IN THIS REPORT

Brought to you by Deckorators, a leading composite
decking, railing, and accessories brand claiming their
space in the outdoor living market through innovation

NATURAL NEUTRALS:

and creativity, the Imagine Outside: 2023 Outdoor

IMAGINE THE ULTIMATE

Living Professional Insights and Report contextualizes

OUTDOOR ESCAPE

upcoming trends in design, building, and outdoor
living for the upcoming year. Utilizing insights from
leaders in the industry, Deckorators is committed to
helping homeowners make the most out of their

365 LIVING: FLEXIBLE,

outdoor spaces through inspiration that empowers

ALL-SEASON SOLUTIONS

them to imagine outside.
For 2023, industry-leaders have seen growing trends
in both how their clients are choosing to utilize their

DREAMING BIGGER:

spaces as well as the colors, textures, and materials
that they’ve seen an increased demand for. Across

OUTDOOR LIVING

trend categories, there is a marked increase in the

MAXIMALISM

amount of time clients want to spend outside. In
addition to homeowner’s choosing to continue to
invest in their outdoor spaces as areas for gathering

TOTAL LOOK: THINKING

and entertaining, we are also seeing increased demand

BIG PICTURE WITH

for escapism and relaxation through design aesthetics

MATERIALS

and purposeful added features.
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"We are seeing our
customers being more
interested in natural
tones and keeping things
simpler. People want
something that is
timeless and neutral with
interest coming from
different textures and
accents."
BLAKE CARTER, CALIFORNIA
DECK PROS | SAN DIEGO, CA
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NATURAL NEUTRALS:
Imagine the ultimate outdoor escape
A major point of inspiration for outdoor living and
design is pulling directly from the natural environments
where the spaces are being built. According to our
panel of experts, homeowners are looking for a sense
of calm and serenity. This can be seen in the form
organic textures, wood tones and warm neutrals.
A correlation with the rise of a more a naturalistic
aesthetic that seeks a more seamless integration of the
outdoor space with its surrounding is that more
homeowners are looking for a serene escape. Much like
the rise of aestheticism in interior trends like cottagecore which draw inspiration from the heritage of
simpler times, people want to create outdoor spaces
that feel organic and embrace the natural
surroundings. This shift towards warmer-tones and
more natural looking materials is a direct reaction to
the popularity of all-grey, stark modernism of the
recent past.
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"We used to see people's
wishlists were all built
around the idea of outdoor
entertainment. Now people
are looking to additionally
utilize their space for
everyday relaxation."
SEAN COLLINSGRU, PREMIER
OUTDOOR LVING | SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
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365 LIVING:
Flexible, all-season solutions
One of the biggest shifts in recent years is how
homeowners are choosing to utilize their outdoor
spaces. In years past, many homeowners were primarily
only using their outdoor spaces for the rare outdoor
BBQ or get-together. Today our panelists are seeing
more and more choosing to make the most out of their
spaces for everyday occasions, saying that one of the
most meaningful impacts a project can have is when a
client says they can’t wait to create memories outside
with their family or loved-ones.
If the backyard is increasingly become more of a
daily escape, that is also going to inform the function
and design of these outdoor spaces. A drive toward
365 outdoor living means an increased demand for
features which are going to serve vital functions
throughout the seasons: shade structures for summer
mid-day sun and fire features or heaters for when
temperatures dip in the evenings and cooler seasons.
Another vital feature for the extended use of outdoor
spaces is lighting which has become a much higher
priority in the design process.
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"Docks aren't just a place
to store your boat, they're
gathering areas that need
to be made to last. Which is
why near water we like to
go with a product like
Deckorators Voyage
Decking, a mineral-based
composite deck board that
isn't going to absorb
moisture and is also
stable."
JASON VARNEY, DOCK & DECK
KNOXVILLE, TN
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DREAMING BIGGER:
Outdoor living maximalism
Repeatedly across conversations with our panelists,
overwhelmingly, homeowners are bringing to the table
a laundry list of amenities and features that they want
for their outdoor spaces. This trend shows how
homeowners are looking to add livable value through
unique features like integrated storage, built-in ice
coolers, entertainment areas, full outdoor kitchens, and
more.
Often the initial conversation with homeowners
starts with how they want their outdoor spaces to
function, which will then determine sizing and layout.
This can be seen in an increased desire for multiple
zones where the layout can be broken out by function.
One area is designated to cooking and preparation,
other areas can be designated to conversation and
gathering with multiple seating options. Accent walls
are being used to provide hidden storage and act as
entertainment centers, fitted with outdoor televisions
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and sound systems.
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"Just adding simple things
like landscaping and
lighting to a deck can
transform the over-all
impact of the project.
Clients want their spaces to
look the best possible, and
those touches really draw
the eye to every detail."
CATHERINE LIPPINCOTT,
PREMIER OUTDOOR LIVING
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
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Total Look:
Thinking big picture with materials
For 2023, our panelists predict an increase in
demand for holistic outdoor living services. Thinking
full-picture means that when contractors and outdoor
designers are approaching a project with their client,
their customers are looking for an approach that
incorporates a cohesive aesthetic that matches their
home, is functional, multi-purpose, and flows naturally
into the surrounding environment.
Homeowners are also looking for these individual
spaces to flow organically together, like an open
floorplan in a home’s main living area. Across design
styles homeowners are looking for diversity in material
choices, mixing concrete and hardscaping with lush
foliage and warmer wood-tones. There is also an
increased demand for low maintenance materials like
weather-resistant fabrics, turf, and composite decking
with more design options available than ever before.
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Part of the UFP Retail Solutions family,
Deckorators aspires to take the enjoyment of
personalizing your outdoor living space to a whole
new level.
For more than two decades, the pioneering spirit
behind the brand has kept them on the leading
edge of deck ideas and porch design innovation.
This year's report was compiled with the help of
the following partners:

Blake Carter | California Deck Pros
San Diego, CA
Sean Collinsgru | Premier Outdoor Living
Southern New Jersey
Catherine Lippincott | Premier Outdoor Living
Southern New Jersey
Jason Varney | Dock & Deck
Knoxville, TN

For interviews, or to request other sources,
content, images and video, please contact:
Micah Paldino
PB&J
Cell: 513-668-7676
Email: Micah@makepbj.com

